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,"Using the Case Study Method In OrganizationakC mmunicationClasses:'

Developing. Students, Insight, 076Wledgei and C eativity"

Introduction to the Case Study Method

The case study method is a technique fdr xamining realistic

organizational problems through systematic a

the ease study method, a description, of a pot ntially 'pro lematic

real -world phenomenOn, (in organizational c mmunicatiOn classes - a

description of a troublesome situation organization members are

lysis. Typically, in

encountering), is _presented to students. his description is

'referred to as the case or case history, and is generally presented

in written form, although cases maybe presented orally or through

use of media. Students are encouraged to perform the critical role

of case study analyst. Case analysis involves the identification and

examination of salient issues causing the problems organization

members are experiencing in the case as well as the development of

strategie'S for addressing and rectifying the case issues and problems

identified. The case study analyst must demonstrate a combination Of

insight, knowledge, \and creativity in identifying relevant, issues

causing organizational distress in the case under examination,

analyzing these issues in light of relevant (organizational
,

c?mmunication) researc'han'd theory, and devising realistic and

appropriate strategies for helping'orgadization members cope with the

problematic situation presented in the case, (SchneIle, 1967; Mier,

19,82).



Thequalityof case analysis pis largely dependent on- the qualtli,

of thecase history presented! The case historY, provides the analyst

with critical information about,the organization Under examination.

,

It is the task of the analyst to, examine.and-interpret the evidence

prsented in the case histOry., :Good c4se histories provide, students

.with 'inttiqueing,data:that leads theill to in7dePth,StUdy and

potentially -,heuristic analsis. Lawrence' describes 4, benefits of

seleCting high quality cases for analysis:

kgood case -is the vehicle by Which a chunk of reality' is
brotight into thedlas$rooln to be worked over by the elas$
and the instructor. A 4oOd'case keep$ the class diseussion'N
grounded upon some of the stubborn fats that must be faced
up to in'teal-life situations, It is the anchor. on academic
flights'of speculation. It is the reerd Of complex
situations that must be literally, pulled apart,and put
together again before the situations can be understood.
(Lawrence,-1953, p. 215).

The selection of appropriate cases 'to present to' students for
,

analysis is crucial. The case must be carefully 'selected (or

-prepared); to reflect course information and'demonstrate important

theoretical issuesin orc nizational.communcation.'. Case, histories

that provide realistic prohlem gituations that reflect impOrtant

. theories and concept$ kf organizational communication enable the

student/analyst'to apply eir,ptudies to'strategicorganizational

problem identification'and solution.
PI

Case studies cah be .integrated in organizational\communidation

clas s using several different instructional strategies. -'For
. , .

,
.

,ex ple, the,:instructor can have studentstead,a case history'an

then present the class with his. or her own case'analysis. his s an
r.

,,,J

.

v
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especially useful. srategy when first initiating case analysis at it

class instructional method.' By p csenting the Class with his/her own

sanalysis'of thb case, the 'instructor demonstrates the proper manner'

for conducting case analyses and gives .class memberslexamples.of how

organizational theory can be applied tocase analyses. Cases can

also be znalSized by the group aloud in class bi both students and-

instructor through class aiscussion. After,students,have some,

experience'witti'case studies and. art ,familiar with the case study

method,, it is oftan.beneficial.for the instructor toassign students

a case ,to analyze on their own and have them develop their own case
s.

study/reports.. Case study reports may be assigned as,written'class

work, and,turned in ItO the instructor forevalUation,:or they can be
A ,

assigned to individual/students 'or student` teams for oral' class

presentation. Oral presentations of case analyses can ipe a, good,

stimulator for .in-depth group discusgion and critique.

The instructor should facilitate eefective in-class case .study

analysis as a discuSsion leader. Schmidt.and LipStreu, (1975);,

sugg4st the roles of the .effective. case 'analysis discuss-ton leader
, /

-----'

includes drawing attentiOn to neglected facts, asking questions about
r

.

Points raised by participantg4 questioning
i-

the mpact of different
,

.
.

, _, .

courses of action-suggested, encouraging the group.to ask questions.

, and provide detailed commentary, and,discouraging vague
g

generalizations and readyi-made'tolutiops. The ,discussion leader can

.

also raise the level of case analysis loy:.clear1Jr identifying=0d,

exemplifying the cruckal"role of organizational theory and research

IC



in'analyzing' caSe histories and developing strategies for T

orgy utzational innovation. ease study work is most -productive when

tho,,Ostructor-holpS the :students integrate. case examples with course'

'in'formation. Vic instructor Should also help process student'

interpretations of cases, recognizing that re is no one right

evaluation of any case history but many different4viable perspectives

on case analysis. The instructor should emphasize to students 'that

the best case study analyses, are methodical, reasonM, and

substantiated byiOrganizational theory,nd research.
. ,

, The case study method is b no means a totally,new educ"ional,

method, .(Dooley and Skinner, 19 7). It .has its roots in the socratic

. method of education, where the instructor tells students a story about

atproblematic situation and queries them about how they.mig 1.\ t Solve'

the problem. Case study work provides students with many .questions'..

1
LJ

earning is accomplished by, attempting to answer the questions,
t ) ,

,
,

presented. Teh case method has been extensively used ,in business,
.- . .,,,

,.....0 ,.

medical, library, social work, and legal educatiOn. The strength of
. .

the case method for organizatiOnal communication instruction is that

it/is particularly wela suited 'for helping students to learn "abOUt

complex organizational phenomena. FoF example, the case `study mettiod

.has a long and Productive history of usage in management education at

the Harvard University Business School, where it has helped Prepare

students tobecome effective organizational analysts and

deciSionrmakers, (McNair and Herdum, 1954; Andrews, .1953,frei, 1958;

,
Harvard Bosinesd School, 1965). The case study has been use, as an
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instructional tool

m

many textbooks coAcerning,organizations,. where

c,Ise histories and /or case analyses' have boon included tca, illustrate
is

.

.

,
thoories about,organizational behaviorj.(White and Vrom" 1984

'
0

Kropp and Ogrnton, 1984; Glover,,, Hower, ,andjagiuri; 197,3; Gildea
.

,,
,.

..,
- , , . .

and Haas, 1975; ,Hahay,
.
1972). In recent years, 'several authors have

, ''....e.

written popular bcOoks abbut'Yorrganizations:which.preS6nt real case

histories to validate their 'perspectives aboqt organizational lite,

(Paters aneWaterman, 1982; Deal,, and Kenpe ye., 197g; Terkel , 1972;
.

Harragan, 1977).rf The extensive utilizat aki)pi the case meth d would_ '4
o

seem to indicaE6 the.caSe methodoffers'subs
.

htial benefits in 1- ,. ,I,. ' '

1

N
104'

educatiOn4 In the remainder.45f,this, parer Wwilexamine some of the
.

- ,

educational functions. of 'the case studyam/ eOlod; an
11

examlne,itP -

4specific applications in:orgahiftd.5ional comi icatkon i'nStsuction.

,, .4
t . ?

rnstructonaL rationale ,

,

;, ) .

organizational 'communiCatidn,education is an applOd'area, of
. .

t

study that exaMit;es thearyoand'research abque'thq role of human;
, . 0

interaction in orgen.Makional,life,'(Carn4y,'197V e and Ross
, - ° <

/1.982). OrganizatiOpal commun4cat 9n study is rooted in the actual
(communication behaviors perfort04,b organizaticl members in the

1 N , ,'

'accomplishment'ofIa.tasks. Cases studii:anaV lysis, is an
'.

organization,
instructional method' that ,encour ges studentS'Opplica ion of

.

'

relevant organizatIonal,Comm ion theory rg ational'
-

. ,a% ._ ' ''' //
practice. Case studies bring organizat.ional 'communication theory

life by enabling itthe student to visualize. low the ttl- ory relates to

:0



..)vganizatiOnat anaLysis, organizatymal prbbiem solving and

iMprovement of organizat ional performancT.
1

r
-case studies can help organizational."Communiefation students

recognize, the rot of.communicaNion in effective.orgAnizational
, .

, \ .
. . 4

functioning, Gildea and IL-tas, (1975,". p.4), doicribe how caSe
,-.

studies illuminate the uses of organizational communication when Y
., V ,

s..,

wrote, "...ease studies are presented to stiOw how others initiated or
v

enhanced.their 'organization's commitment to an ongoing program of
I

V

effectiVe communication." Additionally, the use of case studies in

organizational communication courses can provide many pedagogical

'oenef4 for both instructors and students. For example, Mier
11'J a

suggepts the case method can be used in organizational communication
\'k

courses to hkp accomplish the following lahree instructionll goals:-
.

1., TO heap formulate key concepts introduced in textbook
reading's and classroom lectures....
2. '0 help reinfOrce learning through application of key
concepts covered in lectures, readings, films, and textbook

,,cases (student case studies).
3. \To help students pinpoin the communication issue as it
relates to other organitatio al contingencies (textbook
cases and student cases), Shier, 1982, p. 151).

Further pedagogical functionS'of case study method in

organizational communication instructiory include:

1).- Helping instructors generate' class' discussion by presenting

meaningful situations for class exploration and posingguestions

about case analysis and problem=solving..

2. Helping instructors illustrate and clarify important

organizatio'haV communication concepts by relating 'these concepts to

'examples from case analyses.



3. Helpinq to expand studentM knowledge of organizational

COMMUniC;ItiOn research and theory by encouraging studeats to search

tor explanatory research and theory in diagnosing case problem:1.,

4. !Wiping to. promote pLudo4N recoqnition or the uses of

organizational communication, theory and research by demonstrating

4that theory can be effectily used to analyse case problems and

dirct strategien for helping organization members to .cope with case

problems.
fr

5. Helping to foster student's Analytical insight in the nat&re

of organizational processs by encouraging them:to examine

organizational activities, diagnope the sources of organizational

problems, and develop strategies for.organizationalinnoyation.

6. Helping ,to facilitate students' ability to demonstrate

?reativity in making decisions about soling organizationaproblems.
...

Past research has demonstrated that the ability to make decisions and

solve organizational problems is one of the most valuable

communication- related skills organization members can possess,

(DiSalvo, 1980).

7. Providing students with experience in business c4riting and

professional presentations in the prep tation of written and oral

ease sbudy_iepor5

Schmidt and Lipstreu iAliXtIfy five additional benefits of the case

method as an effective leaining device:

1. Provides a satisfying learning opportunity because it
combines two essentials--realism and participation.
2. provides opportunities for the development of. social
skills; of respect for the opinions of others; of effective
pArticiation in a group; of improved understanding of why
people act as they do.y

8
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f. qiridges tie vip between knowledge and skills.
4. Acquaint ndiviquals with the elusiveness of wisdom and
trqth and the cympthxlties of administrativesituations
I). provides opportunities for otfective volt? playinq, in

which a role. player may lee himself An others see. him.
G. Otters experiences in which people, in varying degrees,
learn to modify or dE some of their prejudices
heeause they must take into account the different views
presente(1, (Schmidt and Lipstreu, 1975, p. 2).

The case study method has many potential henefita, for Organizational

communication education, if used properly. The following section of
)

this papA will outline some guidelines for the effective utilization

of the case method.

Guidelines For Using Case Studies

Glover and floWer,A1953), claim, that the most ififportamt.

prerequisite Eor case analysis is the instructor's ability to set a
r

conducive atmosphere for case analysis. The instructor's ability to

establish rapOOP't wi h students will help4estabfish'a favorable
.

climate for case analys . A favorable clima e for case analysis is

one where students feel free to answer questions, present their

ididsyncratic points of view, and creatively analyze the case under.

review. "Th-is means a pe missiva atmosphare in which they (students)

feel .free to put forth thefFr ideas and their questions, without the

instructor's reacting in thform of rejection, derision, blame or

authoritarian injunctions to think along certain ether lines

preferred by the instructor at that moment. This free atmosphere

will (6e fostered if the. instructdr makes up his mind to hear and try

to understa -Students haVe to say, and encourages others to do

9
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the " (Glover: and !lower, .1,'),), p. 14). (;thhl' , ( 4161 ) , not ion
4e,

)1 iit'Vq1(1111, (IL] it :Itipportive c1iiikato by stressinl communication

behav torn tat: are. non judqementa 1 , coupe/at ive , ritTa ic anti

!ion taneoun, seems t prOV itiO .11 vithitt traRlel for eS diti 1 i shim, a
1

,cummunication climate in the organizational communication (Avis that

in conducive to productive case study analynin.
.1

As mentioned earljer in thin paper, the selection cot; an

al)propriato cane for analynin in an important criteria h r ettective

Iuse of the cane study method. An appropriate case prov en the
4

analyst with enough information to provide the organizational

communication student.wieh sufficient clues as to the underlying

problems the organization under examination is experiencing, without

analyzing the situation for the student. Additionally, a good cane

should illustrate concepts that are relevant to the research and

theory being covered in the organizational communication class.

Cases should be as realistic as possible, including background

information about charcters in the case, the organizations examined,

and the relationships among characters. The.most enriching cases.

describe "...the process by which actions take place," and may

include conversations betwep characters "...recorded as nearly

verbatim as possible,' (Ulrich, 1953, P. 31). The richer the Lase

,

selected for case study analysis, the more likely the case study is

to be an effective pedagogical"tool in organizational communication

classes.

Case study reports must be well organized and explanatory of the

10
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. ,b I 1 "wt. t 0,1 t11,' .01) i,111. 'rho (40,1,, at.rltty

r-poit'Iond itself to a convontiona three-part analytic structure

It : I) pi kji) t..11 't doll I I I Witt t. )11; Ott,1 I 7'i ; :111(1 11 t 0001tilittItittA

(hernthal, L915) . In tho rblm idonritication section analysts

oxamine tho cane histelry.and, allod upon tho ovidonce prestitod,

diagnose different key issue that aro causing the organi.zaltional

,0

difficulties to occur. In thi analysis section the ease' study

analyst examines why the probtoms aro occurring and th current

knowledge about tho organizational issuen identified. Finally, in

the recommendation Section the analyst devises stratisjies for

rvlievinq the .problems facino trod organization.

In identifying relevant issues in a case history there rnuut be a

systomatio search tor important evidence within the C430, id9Litying,

the underlying issues confronting organizations, as well as

identifying the more readily evident problems. Analysts must

recognize the mutual influence of different systems, subnystemsi and

both internal organizational and environmental factors in identifying.

key issue; confronting organizations. Once key issues arc identified
4

they are .prioritized in terms of/the strength of each issue's

influence on the organization and in causing the problematic

situation the organization finds itself in. The analyst must be able

to distihguish between primary issues, sub-issues, and mere symptoths

of issues confronting the organization. Furthermore, the analyst

should be able to demonstrate pertinent evidence presented in the

case history that led to the identification of problem issues.

11.
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r
In the analy0s.sechion of the case study report the analyst must

examine the issues,a n d problems diagnosed previously in the problem
e

8 8

I.E1,
.1,

:jtdde/triIic*tion section ofsectiof the report and describe' why thes Issues

$ - r" 4 $'
calse cObleapirtf,pr. organizations. An important factor in the

,t , -

o
2

,anarYtis section is that relevant organizational theory and research
itr

be_aprilied to the case study. The analyst must explore the

issues.donfronting the organization in the ,case in fight of their

knowledge of organizational theory and research. It is

organizational theory that enables the analyst to fully analyze the

case history. Organizatiohal theory helps the analyst address such

ques ions as: Why are these issues wising? What negative

in h erices do th4 ese issues have on organizational functioning now and

what negative affects might they,produce in the future?' What are

some of the productive ways that organizations (in general) can deal

with the issues identified? How do these productive organizational

strategies relate to the specific, Organization under examination?

The more complete the analyst's search-and application of relevant

organizational research and theory to the case is, the more

enlightening the case study analysis will become.

In the recommendations section of the case study report the

analyst examines the issues identified and analyzed in the first two

sections of the report to shed light on how organization members

might redirect organizational activities to 'help relieve the problems

incurred in the case. The analyst must be careful to devise

recommendations which address each of'the issues identified in the

12
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Vc1 problem iden f i Furthermore, the organizational

.
innovation strategies-the analyst suggests must be consistent with

the issue analysis and, theoretical evaluations presented in the

analysis. section. For, example, if the case study analyst identifies*

defensive-dommunication climate as being a key issue,,causing

problems in an organizational case history, and escribes some of the

communication behaviors that leads to and reduceS.defensiveness in
o

organi'ations in the analysis section, then the recommendations the

an.alyst,suggests-must deal specifically with the defensive climate

issue and follow the theoreticar.4uidelines for dealing with

defensive climates presented in the case analysis section. Case,

study.analysts should be concerned with developing both short-range

'strategies for relieving organizational problems immediately, and

long-range strategies for preventing similar problems from occurring

again. In this manner, the analyst reacts appropriately, to the

present organizational situation, as well as devising strategies for

helping organization members become more proactive in preventing and

defusing pOtential organizational difficulties.

Case analysis then, begins with identification of salient issues

contributing to organizational difficultie, examination of the

nature of these issues with regard to organizational research and

theory, and development of strategies for helping organization

members resolve these problems. Bernthal, (1975), echos many of the

guidelines for case analysis that have been identified here when he

specifies that effective case study analyses should be systematic,

13
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recognize the interdependence of, organizational systems? .and

subsystems, be realistic and explanatory, and be research aoth theory-
/

based. In the following section of this peper I will 'provlde an

example of a typical case study report assignment that follows the

guidelines presented above.

Sample Case Study Report Assignmenit

Thecasestudyreportshouldbewrittenina/professional manner,

typed, double-spaced, as though you were a consultant hired by the

organization to help solve the problems des cr ibed in the case. There
/

shouldbethreemajorsectionsinthecasestudy reporp:

1. Statement of the Problem(s): succinctly state what you

decide are the most pressing problems facing the individuals (and the

organization) in the case. Explain why you think these are the major

issues in this situation. What infbrmation presented in the case

leads you to identify these issues? (Be careful to ldok for the root

issues causing problems in the case. Often the most obvious problems

in a case are merely symptoms/of more basic underlying problems. You

may want to identify both ain issues and sub-issues).

2. Analysis: based /'your knowledge about the nature of

organizational communication explain why_ you think the problems you

have identified (in Oe first section) are occurring. Shed some

insight into the reasons problems such as thehones in this case occur

in organizations. 'How do the issues you identify affect

organizations in general? How should the organizational

14
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communication conceptsipe utilized effectively? (Be sure to relate

your analysis to organizational communication theory).

3. Recommendations:-Develop realistic strategies for

alleviating the problems you havd identified and analyzed (in the
es,

first two sections). indicate how the recommendations you suggest

may be i emented within the organization. (Be sure to

differentiate betwden short-term strategies to help the organization

cope withthe existin problems and long-term plans designed to keep

these problems from emerging again. Short-term strategies are

generally reactive, while long -term strategies are more proactive).

What specific activities should organization members engage in to

initiate the recommendations yOu suggest?'

Conclusion

The case study method is a potentially usefulpedagogical tool

that can be successfully used in organizational communication

classes. Case work is most productive when cases, are openly

discussed in class. Student involvement and creativity in case study

-discussions should be encouraged. Effective use of case studies can

promote the development of students' insight, knowledge, and

creativity. Case study work helps cultivate student insight by .

providing students with experience in recognizing and diagnosing

organizational problems. Case study work can expand students'

knowledge of organizational theory by demonstrating how to apply

relevant research and theory to organizational analysis-and

15
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problem-solving. Case study, work can also help develop studen'ts'

-creativity by providing them with theopportunity to examine and
Of

interpret case histories; identify qalient facts and issues emerging

out of the case histories, and develop'organizational development

strategies for helping organization members cope with organizational

difficulties.

16
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